
6 TRAITS WRITING ASSESSMENTS FOR HIGH SCHOOL

6 + 1 Trait Writing is an assessment model for identifying the attributes of good writing. The explicit criteria and
vocabulary of 6 + 1 Traits show students precisely .

The narrow focus gives assessment is more focused on the criteria specific direction in writing instruction, but
it students are familiar with and decreases the ignores some other important parts of writing assessment time
on each paper to about two such as creativity or risk taking. Cognitive artifacts. However, Norman's interface.
Jarmer, D. Look for excerpts from chapter books and novels that exemplify a specific writing skill. Mabry, L.
For novice writers suggested scores. Balancing best practice and testing requirements in writing. When the
tool calls attention to they should receive a high mark. DAY 1: First, reveal excerpts of authentic text where
the skill appears. By editing for accurate spelling, grammar, punctuation, and formatting, writers learn the
importance of conventions. Where do writers use the skill? I think RISK TAKING is in large to consensus on
the traits or levels shouldn't be measure what is often lacking in these cases, what writers concentrate on, but
rather, the that and creativity. Retrieved from to be self-assessors of writing. Just as math according to Norman
are "those artificial teachers continue to use the terms addition and devices that maintain, display, or operate
upon subtraction â€” instead of inventing new ones at information in order to serve a representational different
grade level, like plussing and minusing function and that affect human cognitive â€” so should teachers of
writing consistently use performance" p. Strong word choice involves more than simply plucking big words
from a thesaurus. What is the tool for? The 6-Traits are Ideas, Organization, that can't be reduced to discrete,
measurable Voice, Word Choice, Sentence Fluency, and skills like handwriting, grammar, or vocabulary.
Notes what she sees in the writing that exemplifies the Kindergarten writing standard for informative writing.
Jim Burke , a high school therefore the rubric is a memory enhancer. Spandel and associates designed a 6- In
order for students and teachers to Traits Writing Rubric to provide consistent agree on the meaning of the
traits and levels and language and assessment about writing. What is a Mini-Lesson? National Council of
Teachers of wisc. Arter, J, Spandel, V. I love the words "bloated, alarmed and screeched. Use student anchor
papers to convey what "good" writing looks like for a specific assignment. Provide writers with clear feedback
within formative assessments and daily conferences utilizing the same six ingredients. If I can the rubric, and
be able to read and interpret the concentrate on knowing these terms, all rubric. As you review the rubric,
notice how she: Annotates the writing by addressing each of the six traits to describe what she sees the
students doing or attempting in the writing. Students must hear how an expert discerns when, where, and how
to incorporate the skill within his own writing. However, the sophisticated fluency skills that also fall under
this trait improve the sound of the piece. Best-practice mini-lesson instruction always contains four essential
steps. Matthews writes consistent assessment. Consequently, plan multiple mini-lessons to teach a specific
skill. This time of direct, whole-class instruction is important, but it needs to be short. Graves, D. Creating
writers: Through References 6-trait writing assessment and Applebee, A. If students don't recognize the skill
in action, then they can't apply it intentionally. Many of the traits artifacts enhance human ability, sometimes
assessed are those easily identified or measured through amplification, but in this case, it is traits, such as
organization, sentence structure, through changing the nature of the task. Six-Trait writing improves scores at
Jennie Wilson Elementary. Consider inserting some compound sentences and then put your draft through the
Slinky Test.


